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The proposed book covers the basic topics and algorithms of 
Graph Theory, as well as specific topics on Perfect Graphs, 
with presentations of applications and examples. Specifically, 
it introduces the fundamental concepts of Graph Theory and 
the basic techniques for designing and analyzing algorithms, 
the main topics of Graph Theory (trees, connectivity, 
distances and paths, Eulerian and Hamiltonian graphs, planar 
graphs, coloring), and topics and algorithms for recognition 
and optimization, along with applications in significant 
categories of Perfect Graphs (triangulated, transitively 
orientable, permutation, interval graphs). Due to their 
properties, many complex problems admit efficient 
algorithms. The chapters include constructive proofs, analysis 
of the algorithm complexity to measure their performance, 
examples that aid in understanding the concepts and 
algorithms, applications in fields such

as operational research, archaeology, genetics, etc., and 
exercises for comprehension and assimilation of the material. 
The algorithms are described in a way that allows them to be 
easily implemented in any programming language. The book’s 
subject matter makes it a valuable teaching tool for courses in 
graph theory, discrete mathematics, and algorithms. It is 
intended for undergraduate and graduate students in 
Computer Science and Applied Mathematics, researchers in 
these fields, as well as professionals interested in 
understanding related topics. Studying this book provides the 
reader with the background to: Understand topics and 
techniques in graph theory and model a wide range of 
applications, Apply algorithmic graph theory techniques to 
practical problems, Use graph algorithms to solve complex 
problems, and Develop efficient algorithms, as well as 
problem-solving methodologies and techniques.
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